
Summertime is prime time for vacation, relaxation 
and rejuvenation. That’s why I’m delighted to present 
this “Living Easy” offer for Sculptra®Aesthetic, the 
facial injectable option that has shown remarkable 
results in patients and can last up to 25 months.  

Here’s what could make Sculptra Aesthetic 
the right option for you: Take some of your free time and 

turn it into your “ME” time this 
summer with this special promotion. 

Call my office today to schedule your 
consultation and discuss a treatment 
program that’s right for you.

• It works gradually to replace lost collagen – 
a key cause of wrinkles, lines and folds

• It can give subtle yet noticeable results that 
can last up to 25 months

• Treatment sessions are, on the average, 
just 3 injections over a few months       

ANTI-AGE FOR THE MODERN AGE
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See this remarkable transformation over time:

Individual results and treatment regimens may vary

Summer is the Season  
       for Sculptra®Aesthetic

Indication and Important Safety Information: Sculptra® Aesthetic is intended for use in people with healthy 
immune systems as a one time treatment regimen of up to 4 injection sessions that are scheduled about 3 
weeks apart for correction of shallow to deep nasolabial fold contour deficiencies and other facial wrinkles. 

You should not use Sculptra Aesthetic if you are allergic to any ingredient of the product or have a history of 
keloid formation or hypertrophic scarring.  It should not be injected while you have an active skin infection or 
inflammation in the treatment area and should not be injected into the red area of the lip.  Side effects may 
include injection site discomfort, redness, bruising, bleeding, itching and swelling. Other side effects may 
include small lumps under the skin that are sometimes noticeable when pressing on the treated area.  Larger 
lumps, some with delayed onset with or without inflammation or skin discoloration, have also been reported.

Please see full prescribing information at www.sculptraaesthetic.com
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	Text5: June Special
	Text7: Buy 3 vials of Sculptra and receive the 4th vial free.  $750 savings!

Call and book your appointment today -- offer is limited to the first 10 patients.
	Text6: Dr.  Elliott B. Lavey
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
913 San Ramon Valley Blvd. #288
Danville, CA 94526
(925) 820-3633



